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Lands of OZ: Development gets

rolling in Twin Cities Opportunity
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As investors and developers wade

carefully into Opportunity Zones, a handful

of projects have already begun in the Twin

Cities, and even more are in the pipeline. 

Developers have broken ground on

apartments in Robbinsdale, Bloomington,

Minneapolis’ Uptown and St. Paul’s

Lowertown; a grocery store on St. Paul’s

East Side; and a warehouse renovation
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near St. Paul’s Harriet Island. At least $247

million is being invested in seven Opportunity Zone projects in the Twin

Cities.

Developers of those first seven projects said in interviews that they were

planning to do them anyway, but in some cases the emergence of the

Opportunity Zones program attracted more investors or pushed them to

get going on construction faster so as to fully gain the tax advantages.

In the Twin Cities, many of the 50 Opportunity Zone census tracts fall in

the low-income neighborhoods you would expect from a program aimed at

bringing jobs to distressed communities — North Minneapolis, St. Paul’s

Frogtown and Brooklyn Center. Others are in places where there’s already

an abundance of investment happening, such as around Mall of America,

parts of Uptown, along the Green Line light rail route and around

Glenwood Avenue just west of downtown Minneapolis. Some experts say

the OZ tax advantages will add gas to an already blazing fire in those

areas. 

“They have to be good, solid real estate deals. The fact that they’re in an

Opportunity Zone is just a little extra gravy on the deal,” said Duane Lund,

CEO of NAI Legacy, which is sponsoring the Robbinsdale apartments and

working on the redevelopment of an old University Avenue building in St.

Paul, both OZ projects.

Minneapolis-based Reuter Walton was working on four developments in

Opportunity Zones and, when the program went live, the firm turned them

into OZs.

“We are careful and clear with people that there are a lot of properties out

there, but just being located in an OZ isn’t enough,” said Kyle Brasser,

developer for Reuter Walton. “It’s an added benefit, but we underwrite

everything as though it was not in an Opportunity Zone.”

St. Paul-based Wellington Management has 12 projects in the pipeline
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inside Opportunity Zones and has sped some of them up to take the most

advantage of the tax benefits, said Executive Vice President David

Wellington. Two will break ground within the next few weeks and both are

roughly $30 million — one is 189 apartments on the site of the former

Midtown Minneapolis Rainbow store and the other is 150 apartments next

to Allianz Field in St. Paul’s Midway. 

Wellington has often developed in lower income neighborhoods, so it has

site control of a lot of land in OZs. It’s already under construction on its

Leef office building near Bassett Creek in North Minneapolis, with a second

office building slated for an early 2020 construction start. 

“It’s not going to drive a deal that doesn’t make sense fundamentally, but it

accelerated some projects to the front of the line because the program can

make a deal pencil better in risky environments,” Wellington said. 

One of the biggest matchmakers in the Twin Cities for OZ projects has

been John McCarthy of Newmark Knight Frank. 

As a real estate broker, McCarthy has a made his living by connecting

buyers and sellers of land and buildings. But anytime he came across

things like historic tax credits or complex government programs, he said

he would run for the hills.

Then, 18 months ago, his 20-year-old son who was studying to be a

financial adviser sent him a podcast about the new Opportunity Zones that

were part of the federal tax reform bill.

“I listened to it on the way to the office and I thought, ‘If this is true, this is

going to change things,’ ” McCarthy said. 

McCarthy now finds himself traveling to Las Vegas for conventions about

Opportunity Zones, listening to streaming IRS meetings about the

regulations and talking to all kinds of experts. 

He’s carved out a niche of connecting investors who have tax gains with
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real estate developers with sites in distressed areas. He’s already helped

facilitate some of the first OZ projects in the Twin Cities, including the

Robbinsdale apartment project and St. Paul grocery store. He is also

marketing two large pieces of land in Bloomington Opportunity Zones: the

former Thunderbird Motel site and the Kelley Farm just east of the Mall of

America.

One of the early local OZ investors is Chris Heim, who is reinvesting the

gains he made on selling his cut of Eden Prairie-based HelpSystems, a local

software company that was valued at $1.2 billion when it sold last year.

Heim is an investor in the Robbinsdale apartments and St. Paul Aldi

projects.

“I heard about [OZs] through some investment people and then I got

connected with John McCarthy, who has emerged as a local expert, and

almost a national expert,” Heim said. 

Heim had done some real estate investing prior, but likes the OZ program. 

“It’s great from a tax standpoint, but it is also putting money to some

underprivileged areas of the Twin Cities,” Heim said. “So it’s a good tax

break, but you can also feel good about the investment.”

Opportunity Zone projects in the Twin Cities under construction

1 ) Phalen Village

Where: Northeast corner of Phalen Boulevard and Clarence Street, St. Paul

What: A 21,100-square-foot Aldi grocery store, a 10,000-square-foot Entira

Family Clinic and a 1,900-square-foot restaurant building 

Timeline: Under construction, will open in late 2019

Cost: $10.5 million
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Developer: St. Louis Park-based Paster Properties

2 ) Birdtown Flats 

Where: 3735 Lakeland Ave., Robbinsdale 

What: 152 market-rate apartments

Timeline: Under construction, will open this fall

Cost: $42 million

Developer: Hopkins-based Beard Group Inc. 

3 ) The Fenley

Where: Bloomington Central Station, just east of the Mall of America near

American Boulevard and 34th Avenue South

What: A 402-unit apartment building with 10 percent of units set aside as

affordable for those earning 80 percent of the area’s median income

Timeline: Under construction, will open in June 2020 

Cost: $100 million 

Developer: Roseville-based McGough

4 ) Luna Apartments

Where: 2520 Riverside Ave., Minneapolis

What: 85 apartments

Timeline: Under construction, will open September

Cost: $17 million

Developer: Minneapolis-based Reuter Walton



5 ) Uptown Arby’s redevelopment

Where: 1116 W. Lake St., Minneapolis

What: 175 apartments, 5,500 square feet of retail space

Timeline: Under construction, will open next summer

Cost: $45 million

Developer: Minneapolis-based Reuter Walton

6 ) Kelly’s Depot redevelopment

Where: 241 Kellogg Blvd., St. Paul

What: 93 apartments

Cost: $20 million 

Timeline: Under construction, will open next summer

Developer: Minneapolis-based Reuter Walton

7 ) Farwell, Ozmun, Kirk building redevelopment

Where: 100 Water St. W, St. Paul

What: Renovation of a warehouse near Harriet Island for storage and office

in the short term, it could be converted to a more productive use in the

longer term

Cost: $12 million

Timeline: Project was just issued permits

Developer: Edina-based Buhl Investors



O-Zones dot the state

Minnesota has 78 Opportunity Zones outside of the metro area, including

some of the hottest areas for development, such as downtown Rochester

and Canal Park in Duluth. This map shows their locations and details some

highlights.
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